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Possible formats

Video: MP4, AVI, MOV

Pictures: JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIF, ICO



This is one of the largest and best seen advertising spaces in Vilnius airport that is great for luxury 
trademarks. Advertising is seen by 100 % of departing passengers and persons accompanying them 
(62% of departing passengers come to the airport 1-2 hours before the flight. They spend from 10 to 
40 minutes in the common departure lounge. 

Quantity: 1 screen
Location: main departure lounge



Your advertising will be spotted by everyone who appeared in the common departure lounge, and in 
case of bigger airport load, it will be in the centre of attention of passengers waiting in line for security 
check.

Quantity: 2 screens (lateral)
Place: common departure lounge, before security check  



This is the position that cannot be missed; it is especially favourable when you seek to catch the 
interest of all passengers arriving to Vilnius. Advertising on the doors draws the attention of all 
passengers going from baggage halls A and C halls to the city.

Quantity: 2 screens
Location: Arrival A, C



This is the position that cannot be missed; it is especially favourable when you seek to catch the 
interest of all passengers arriving to Vilnius. Advertising on the doors draws the attention of all 
passengers going from baggage halls A and C halls to the city.

Quantity: 2 screens
Place: Arrival A, B



Draw attention of all departing passengers and persons accompanying them. 
From one to all three stands available for your advertising needs.

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure, main entrance



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60min. 

Quantity: 4 screens
Location: Departure lounge, boarding gates A5-A6



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60 min. 

Quantity: 4 screens
Location: Departure lounge, boarding gates A1-A2-A3



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60 min.

Quantity: 2 screens
Location: Departure lounge, boarding gates A11



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60 min. 

Quantity: 4 screens
Location: Departure lounge, A12-A14 boarding gates



Catch the interest of passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to the cities of non-Schengen 
countries. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60 min. 

Quantity: 3 screens
Location: Departure lounge, A10 boarding gates



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60 min. 

Quantity: 2 screens
Place: Departure lounge, boarding gates A14



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity: 2 screens
Location: Arrival, hold baggage, track 2



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity: 2 screens
Location: Arrival, hold baggage, track 3



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity: 2 screens
Location: Arrival, hold baggage, track 4



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity: 2 screens
Place: Arrival, hold baggage, track 5



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure lounge, boarding gates A12-A14



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Arrival, baggage hall C



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure, boarding gates A1-A2-A3



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure, boarding gates A8/1, A8/2.



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Arrival, baggage hall A



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations.

Quantity: 1 unit 
Place: Arrival, A sector



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). Stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Arrival, C sector 



If it is relevant for you to furnish passengers with detailed information on products or services they 
could use after they have left the airport, we offer a combined service – a video screen with a flyer 
distribution service (suitable for A5/A6 format flyers). The stands have integrated charging stations. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Arrival, B sector



Catch the attention of passengers arrived from Schengen countries. The stand is visible when walking 
towards the baggage check-in hall in the northern arrival gallery. Visibility ~ 50% of all passengers 
arrived from Schengen countries.

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure lounge, northern gallery (A1-A2-A3 boarding gates)



Catch the attention of passengers arrived from Schengen countries. The stand is visible when walking 
towards baggage check-in hall in the southern arrival hall. Visibility ~ 50% of all passengers arrived 
from Schengen countries.

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure lounge, southern gallery (boarding gates A12-A14)



Catch interest of the passengers waiting for boarding the plane flying to European cities. 
Passengers wait for a flight in this space on average for 30-60min. 

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Non Schengen area, boarding gates A8/1





Large wall stands mounted in the best locations of departure halls will draw the attention of your 
target audience.

Quantity: 1 stand
Location: Departure lounge, corridor towards boarding gates A1-A3



Large wall stands mounted in the best locations of departure halls will draw the attention of your 
target audience.

Quantity: 1 stand
Location: Departure lounge, boarding gates A11



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity:1 stand
Location: Arrival, baggage reclaim hall



Large wall stands mounted in the best locations of departure halls will draw the attention of your 
target audience.

Quantity: 1 stand
Location: Departure lounge, corridor towards boarding gates A12-A14



Large wall stands mounted in the best locations of departure halls will draw the attention of your 
target audience.

Quantity: 1 stand
Location: Departure lounge, corridor towards boarding gates A1-A3



Attract attention of travellers and persons meeting them by this unconventional attention-catching 
format of advertising. Most arrivals go through the main arrivals meeting hall. It is always full of 
people meeting guests.  

Quantity: 1 unit
Location: main Arrival hall (sector A)



The advertisement you created will be shown to all passengers of Vilnius Airport who are connected to 
Vilnius Airport Free Wi-Fi. You can choose direct page and link the banner to your specific web page.

Location: All terminal (Arrival + Departure)
Reach (IQ, 2019): ~ 112 000 users per month



Advertising in these positions will focus the attention of all passengers arrived to Vilnius. Waiting for 
their baggage, passengers spend in this hall from 10 to 30 minutes. 

Quantity: 12 units
Location: Arrival, baggage reclaim hall



Quantity: 1 stand
Location: security check (Fast Track) 



Quantity: 1 unit
Location: Departure, corridor toward gate A1-A3



Attract attention of all passengers waiting for the flight and baggage check-in by this large-format 
advertising. 62% of passengers arrive 1-2 hours before the flight. Check-in for the flight usually takes 
10-30 minutes for passengers.
All the six banners are available for your advertising needs.

Quantity: 6 units
Location: main departure hall



Quantity: 300 units
Location: Arrival and Departure (landside - area until security check) 



Draw attention of passengers waiting for the flight near the boarding gate. They spend about 30 
minutes here before boarding a plane through the gate. 

Location: Departure waiting area (gate A1, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8/1, A8/2, A10, A12)



Quantity: 6 units
Location: Vilnius Airport boarding galleries



Quatity: 16 units
Location: common departure hall



Eglė Lydekaitytė
Sales Manager 
Rodūnios kelias 10a, Vilnius
Mob.: +3706 82 86446
Email: e.lydekaityte@vno.lt
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